The detection of orphans, i.e. genes without homologs in other species, is important as it provides a glimpse on the evolutionary processes that create novel genes. However, for an unbiased view of such de novo gene creation the detection of orphans needs to be accurate. The estimation of orphanicity, and in general the age determination of any gene, is dependent on two factors: (i) a method to detect homologs in a genome and (ii) a set of related genomes. Here, we set out to investigate how the detection of orphans is influenced be these factors. We show that when using multiple genomes and six-frame translations of complete genomes the number of orphans is significantly reduced, when compared with earlier studies. Given these premises we obtain a strict set of 34 most likely de novo created yeast genes, and show that the number of orphans in Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila pseudoobscura can be reduced to only 30 and 17, respectively.
Introduction

1
Still after twenty years of genome sequencing some genes appear to have no homologs, i.e. they are so called 2 orphans [1] [2] [3] . Orphan genes are genes that are specific to a particular lineage or even a strain. Orphans might 3 also provide important functional clues about the phenotype or ecological niche of a particular organism [4, 5] . If The concept of orphan genes was initially recognized when the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome was 10 completed [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . It was believed that most of the orphans would disappear when more genomes would have been 11 sequenced, but this has not been the case [10, 12] . After the initial studies orphans has also been searched in 12 Drosophila [13] [14] [15] , mammals [16] , primates [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , Fungi [10, [22] [23] [24] , plants [25, 26] , Bacteria [27] [28] [29] and 13 viruses [30, 31] . 14 In short the identification of an orphan gene starts by searching for homologous genes in a set of related 15 genomes and then assigning orphans to genes lacking hits. In this process it is important to use a set of closely 16 related genomes. However, to at least some extent the lack of closely related genomes can be overcome if more 17 sensitive homology detection tools are used. Homology search methods that use the DNA sequences are less 18 sensitive than methods that use proteins sequences [32] . These, in turn are less sensitive than method that use 19 information from a protein family in the form of a Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) or a Hidden Markov 20 Model (HMM) [33] . Finally, methods that compare two PSSMs/HMMs are even more sensitive [34] . 21 Several different estimates of the orphan proteins of S. cerevisiae have been proposed [10, 22, 35, 36] . 22 Surprisingly, the list and properties of orphans vary between studies. To the best of our knowledge no systematic 23 study has been performed on the origin of these differences, or how different strategies affect the classification of 24 orphans.
25
Here, we set out to identify the orphans of Saccharomyces cerevisiae by using a group of Saccharomycetales 26 genomes. We explore the relationship of the number of orphans and their properties with different homology 27 detection tools (blastn, blastp, tblastn and HMMER) and on what genomes are included. At the end we propose a 28 strategy that combines the use of tblastn and blastp that results in a conservative estimate of the number of 29 orphans. When this strategy is applied to D. pseudoobscura only 17 genes are classified as orphans, significantly 30 lower than the 228 reported earlier [37] . 31 
Materials and Methods
32
Datasets
33
5917 Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein-coding genes (reference strain s288c, NCBI taxon id 559292) were 34 downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [38] . Only coding ORFs were considered, and we 35 also excluded; genes labeled as "dubious", mitochondrial or 2-micron plasmid encoded genes, resulting in a set of 36 5894 genes.
37
As a database for homology detection we used fourteen additional ascomycota genomes. These all belong 38 Saccharomycetales order, i.e. they are budding yeasts with NCBI taxon id 4892. The genomes are divided into five 39 Saccharomyces and ten other fungi. All genomes are fully sequenced with an assembly status equal to "contigs",
40
"scaffold", "chromosomes" or "complete genome". Full genome sequences were obtained from NCBI Genome
41
Project.
42
Many more fungal genomes with better annotations are available today. However, we choose to use this set as 43 it is representative both of the data used in earlier studies and should be representative for orphan studies in other 44 taxa today. General characteristics of these genomes are presented in Table 1 . Estimates of number of 45 chromosomes were obtained from Keogh et al. [39] when not present in NCBI data.
46
Homology search methods can either search the entire genome using the DNA sequences or only the annotated 47 proteins. Here we compare both type of methods therefore all annotated proteins from the fourteen proteomes 48 were downloaded from Uniprot [40] . 49 
Drosophila genomes
50
We also studied the classification of orphans in D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura. For this we downloaded 
Homology recognition
54
To detect orphans it is necessary to use a search tool to infer homology between genes. The search can be 55 performed using a database of proteins, or on full genomes. When searching a full genome this can be done using 56 either the nucleotide sequence, or by using a six-frame translation of the genome into proteins. Further, it is 57 2/17 possible to use faster but less sensitive methods, or slower methods that utilize multiple sequence alignments. Here, 58 we set out to examine some of these factors using BLAST [42] and HMMER [43] .
59
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is the default tool for homology detection in most genomic 60 pipelines. BLAST is based on the alignment of short sequence fragments that get extended and ranked. In this 61 study we used BLAST in three different ways. First, nucleotide-blast (blastn) was used to detect homology 62 between a gene in S. cerevisiae s288c and all the open reading frames in the other yeast genomes. Secondly 63 protein-blast (blastp) was used to search for homology between the annotated proteins. Finally, tblastn, a variant 64 of BLAST that uses as input an amino acid sequence to search a nucleotide database using a 6-frame translation, 65 was used. Here, we used the translation of the 5894 yeast genes as input, and the full genome sequences of the
66
Saccharomycetales species as a search database. For all three BLAST variants, default parameters have been used. 67 In addition to BLAST we used the hmmsearch tool from HMMER3 [44] . Hmmsearch uses a profile Hidden
68
Markov Models (profile-HMM) to search an amino acid sequences database. The use of profiles increases the 69 specificity and sensitivity of the search [45] , as opposed to using single sequences. Here, for each query, an HMM 70 was constructed using a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) obtained by hhblits [33] against UniprotKB. This
71
MSA was then converted to profile-HMM using the hhbuild tool. Finally, the profile-HMM was used by 72 hmmsearch against a 6-frames translation of the 15 genomes.
73
After parsing the results from every hit with an E-value less than 0.01 was used to classify two genes to be 74 homologous. Only the highest scoring protein from each organism was maintained. Because the E-value is 75 dependent on the size of the database a distant homolog is easier to detect when using blastp on the (smaller)
76
proteome database than using tblastn on the genome even if the alignments are identical.
77
F 1 score
78
To express numerically the similarities between sets of orphans obtained by different methods, we used F 1 score, 79 formulated as follows:
where
and
with tp = true positives, f p = false positives and f n = false negatives. compare with earlier studies, but we also believe that this set of genomes could mimic the possibility to detect 100 orphans in other lineages.
101
The yeast genomes are similar in size (9-12 Mb), but the number of annotated proteins, i.e. the proteomes,
102
varies significantly, see Table 1 . Obviously, the number of annotated genes does not reflect the size of the 103 proteomes, but is still today representative for the annotation status of these genomes. [10] .
118
The difference between searching at genome (DNA) level and protein level highlights one of the problems when 119 studying de novo creation of genes -to know if a gene is a true gene. One could consider several criteria to define 120 a gene to exist or not, including fixation in the population, expression and phenotypic influence. However, 121 unfortunately most of the orphans genes are not included in large scale studies or have not shown any phenotypic 122 effects, i.e. the definition is slightly arbitrary [10] . Therefore we decided to limit ourself to the genes included in 123 Uniprot.
124
Number of orphans
125
In order to classify each gene according to its conservation in the context of the 15 species, we used the following 126 criterion: a gene without any hit in any of the target species is considered to be an orphan.
127
In Table 2 we report the number of the protein classified as orphans using the different homology search 128 methods. Using the most sensitive one, hmmsearch, 47 genes are assigned to be orphan. When tblastn is used 52 129 4/17 orphans are found, while using blastp results in many more orphans (257) and even more when using blastn. It 130 can also be noted that the tblastn orphans do not constitute a strict subset of the ones found by blastp. Therefore, 131 using a combined strategy of blastp+tblastn reduces the number of orphans to 43.
132
Previous estimates of yeast orphans
133
Next we compare the estimates of the number and properties of orphans in yeast with two earlier studies. In
134
Ekman et al. [10] a set of 157 S. cerevisiae specific proteins was identified by using a method based on blastp:
135 each amino acid in the query proteins was assigned to one of six phylogenetic levels (the lowest of which being 136 SCE-specific) based on hits in 13 different species. 188 proteins in which all the amino acids were found in the 137 lowest conservation level were deemed as orphans. From these, 31 proteins were removed, after searching for more 138 distant homologs with HMMER [43] in the Pfam database [49] and with HHpred [50] in other databases.
139
In Carvunis et al. [22] , the complete set of S. cerevisiae ORFs was divided into groups of progressively higher 140 conservation, based on blast hits in a set of 14 other yeast genomes. Three blast variants were used (blastp, 141 tblastx, tblastn). The set of 143 genes called ORFs 1 (i.e. the least conserved) should be analogous to S. cerevisiae 142 species-specific orphans as we define them here.
143
However, in the Carvunis study proteins labeled as "dubious" were also included. Thus, only 34 of their 143 144 proteins are present in our dataset. This highlights the problem of knowing if a ORF is actually an expressed gene 145 that is fixed in the population or just a random ORF that will disappear during evolution of the organism. Also 146 we noted two proteins from the Ekman set is not present in our study, resulting in in an overlap of 155 proteins 147 from that set and our study. At the end 30 out of the 34 orphan proteins in Carvunis are also present among the 148 orphans from Ekman, see Table 2 .
149
To compare these sets with our different orphan definitions we calculated the F 1 score (see Methods) for each 150 pair of methods; the results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 1 , where a clustered heat-map displays the agreement 151 of the sets. The Ekman set is most similar to blastp, with a F 1 score of 0.67, while the one by Carvunis is close to 152 the tblastn and hmmsearch sets (F 1 ∼ 0.68). This is in agreement with the methodologies used as Ekman searched 153 proteomes and Carvunis full genomes using tblastn, i.e. the difference in the methods used in earlier studies can 154 explain the differences in their orphan sets.
155
Overlap of orphan definitions
156
A more detailed view of the differences between the sets is presented in Figure 2 , where we show how orphans 157 identified by each method can be found by other approaches.
158
First it can be noted that there are 34 genes that all methods define as orphans, lower than any individual 159 method. 26 of these genes are also present in the Carvunis set. To ensure that these genes really are orphans and 160 most likely de novo created we searched for homologs several other databases using different methods: PSI-BLAST 161 against the NCBI Environmental Protein Sequences Database (env nr), hhblits against Uniclust30 (April 2017) and 162 HMMER-hmmscan against PFAM and none of these searches produced any significant hit outside S. cerevisiae.
163
Next we examined proteins that some methods classified as orphans, while others did not. For the 47 potential 164 orphans identified by the most sensitive method (hmmsearch), 10 have weak hits using tblastn. A corresponding 165 comparison of the 52 genes classified as orphans when using tblastn shows that 15 have a significant hit using 166 hmmsearch. Six of these are also found by blastp, showing that the reduced database used when searching only 167 proteomes is useful for detecting some remote homologies, at least when the same fixed E-value is used.
168
Of the set of 155 orphans proposed by Ekman, we could find homologs for ∼110 proteins by using hmmsearch 169 The number of proteins classified as orphans is strongly dependent on the genomes used to search for homologs.
176
To evaluate this effect we explored how altering the number of species affects the number of identified orphans.
177
First we estimated the orphans by using one single species at the time, using two different homology detection 178 methods, Figure 3 .
179
Clearly, there exist a strong relationship between the evolutionary distance of the species and the number of 180 proteins classified as orphans. Whenever S. paradoxus is not used the number of orphans is more than 100, and 181 when all saccharomyces sensu stricto genomes are excluded the number reaches about 300.
182
Length and intrinsic disorder of the proteins detected in this follows the same trend as what is observed when 183 using less sensitive search methods: orphans found with close species are shorter and less disordered, while they 184 get longer and more disordered when more proteins are classified as orphans. This highlights the importance to 185 have at least one closely related genome when detecting orphans. Unfortunately, for many higher organisms there 186 might not exist any sufficiently closely related and well-annotated genome.
187
Properties of the orphan sets
188
As we have shown before, the number of proteins identified as orphans depends on the homology detection method 189 and the database used. The most stringent methods identify 34-52 orphans in S. cerevisiae. However,
190
experimentally showing which of these proteins really are orphans or even are genes that are fixed in the 191 population is difficult [35] . Therefore, it is not meaningful to discuss which method is correct, but instead report 192 the differences.
193
Several studies have used different set of orphans to draw conclusions on the mechanisms of de novo creation of 194 proteins [36, [51] [52] [53] . Are these results independent on the annotation methodology?
195
It has been previously noted that orphan genes tend to be short. This has been attributed to the de novo gene 196 creation mechanism, in which a short ORF gets translated, and becomes longer as it gets fixed in the 197 population [22] . When using the stricter definition, the orphans are on average shorter, and there is actually a 198 strong correlation (Cc=0.98) between number of orphans and length, see Table 2 .
199
Intrinsic disorder has also been associated with orphan genes [36] . We predicted the intrinsic disorder using
200
IUPred and also here there is also a strong correlation (Cc=0.84) between number of orphans and the fraction of 201 residues predicted to be disordered. With the most restrictive method the fraction of disordered amino acids is 202 only 3.5%, while it is up to 16% using the least stringent methods. This indicates that if a non-optimal criterion is 203 used to identify orphans erroneous conclusions about their properties can be drawn.
204
It is also well established that disordered proteins have larger variation in length [3] and are fast evolving [54] . 205 Taking this into account a picture emerges where less sensitive methods could miss homologies to fast evolving 206 disordered proteins. This causes that orphans assigned by such homology detection methods appear longer and 207 more disordered than truly de novo created orphans.
208
Next, we wanted to examine if it is sufficient to include one closely related specie or if it necessary to include 209 several. In Figure 4 we show the number of orphans obtained when using an incremental number of genomes.
210
Species are included in the order of the number of orphans found when using only this specie, see Figure 3 . The 211 first species to be included is S. paradoxus and the second is S.mikatae. The number of proteins classified as 212 orphans decreases significantly when a few closely related species are used. This is not surprising as gene loss is 213 6/17 frequent and therefore any gene lost in S. paradoxus would make the orthologous gene in S. cerevisiae to be 214 classified as an orphan if only S. paradoxus was used for homolgy detection.
215
When using hmmsearch no additional homologies are detected after adding three species. In contrast when 216 using tblastn+blastp additional homologies are detected when adding even specie number 11 (K. pastoris). This 217 shows that using a more sensitive homology detection method can compensate for the lack of multiple genomes 218 closely related genomes.
219
Drosophila orphans
220
We tested orphan classification in another well-studied clade, the Drosophila fruit flies. We determined the orphan 221 proteins by using tblastn, blastp and a combination of them for two of the species (D. melanogaster and D. 222 pseudoobscura), see Table 4 . Using hmmsearch would have been computationally expensive and to the best of our 223 knowledge earlier methods have not used these methods.
224
In both species the number of orphans identified by the combined method is much lower when tblastn or blastp 225 are used alone. This difference is larger than in yeast, where tblastn+blastp identifies only 9 orphans less than 226 tblastn alone. This can be explained by difference in genome size (i.e. the size of the 6-frame translated genome vs. 227 the proteome). This difference is much larger for the less gene dense drosophila genomes, i.e. a higher alignment 228 score is needed to obtain the same E-value.
229
Wissler et al. [55] most of the orphans identified in earlier studies by using only blastp is homologous to non-annotated regions in the 236 genomes of closely related organisms. It is very difficult, and beyond the goals of this study, to know the gene 237 status of these regions in any genome. It is possible that they are only expressed in some genome, in all or in none. 238 However, it is clear that the earlier set of orphans do include many proteins with homologies detectable by tblastn, 239 just as the Ekman set for yeast. It is therefore possible that the orphan sets do not only include de novo creates 240 genes. It is therefore difficult to analyze the properties of de novo created genes using these sets.
241
Actually, a correlation similar to the one in yeast exists for length and evolutionary distance, i.e. the genes in 242 the larger "orphan" sets are longer than in the more strictly defined set. However, for intrinsic disorder the 243 opposite trend is observed, i.e. when more orphans are included they appear more ordered in Drosophila. We have 244 shown in previous studies that young genes in Drosophila are more disordered than in yeast because of the amino 245 acid preferences caused by the higher GC content of Drosophila genomes [36] .
246
Conclusions
247
We show that performing homology searches on a handful of closely related, six-frame translated genomes is vital 248 to determine a correct set of orphan genes. If this is done properly the set of orphans should represent de novo 249 created genes. However, if this is not done properly, as in some earlier studies, we do show that incorrect 250 conclusions on their properties might be drawn. In particular orphans might appear longer and more disordered 251 than they really are. We propose that a combination of blastp and tblastn is more powerful than any of these Table 4 . Number of orphans found by different methods Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila pseudoobscura, their average length in amino acids and their intrinsic disorder (predicted using IUPred long). 
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